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IS RICE THE
WISE CHOICE

OWN THAT
SANDWICH

THIRST
QUENCHERS

Chicken Rice, a local delight
familiar to everyone. Here at
Birdfolks we offer you a
delightful twist, right from
the rice to the chicken.

Fans of sourdough rejoice
because that's exactly what
we do here; Juicy meats
sandwiched between the
toasted slices.

No lattes nor americano, but
we swear by the local
flavours: traditional socked
kopi and teh. It can't get any
more fusion than this.
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Sharing our love for
American fried chicken
with an Asian twist. Our
very own interpretation
of the recipe presents
the succulent meat in a
crunchy caramelised
crust with a rich
infusion of local herbs
and spices. The flavour
lingers on both the
batter and the meat
within, and every bite
releases the oozing
juice from the overnight
brined chicken. If
flavoursome is not your
thing, a milder yet
savoury blend is
available uniquely with
the wings
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fried,
savoury
& tasty

Not all fried chickens are created equal.
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SPECIALTY RICE
SIGNATURE CHICKEN RICE
9.9

SPICY CHICKEN RICE
10.9

Birdfolks' house-brine signature
boneless chicken thigh strips
infused with Asian spices deep
fried to golden crisp

Sous vide boneless thigh brushed
with a Chinese white devil hot
chilli sauce, a delightful burning
sensation spicier after every bite

TERIYAKI CHICKEN RICE
9.9

DOUBLE CHICKEN RICE
14.9

Boneless thigh marinated
overnight then sous vide to
perfection, charred and finished
with a Teriyaki glaze

Choose any 2 types of chicken
between Signature, Teriyaki,
Oriental and Spicy; that's double
the serving, double the joy!

ORIENTAL CHICKEN RICE
9.9

WINGS & RICE
11.9

Lightly marinated, the boneless
thigh meat is slow-cooked till
pink and tender, drizzled with
Oriental sesame dressing

4-piece tasty winglets and
drumlets deep fried to golden
perfection, good as-is paired with
house flavoured rice

Our interpretation
of 'chicken rice'
uses a blend of
ingredient that
extends its
fragrance and
flavour made to
complement the
perfect pairing of
our house made
specialty rice.

ala carte 2.5

Cilantro Lime

Garlic Butter

Tomato Oregano

Original

// All rice dishes are served with a choice of rice,
a sous vide egg and assorted greens
extra meat 4.0 extra egg 1.9 extra rice 1.0
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SALADS

SALTED EGG BURGER
16.9

WASABI MAYO SANDWICH
12.9

GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD
12.5

Made with a slab of fried
chicken thigh finished with
a fragrant salted egg yolk
butter sauce

Fried chicken thigh pieces
tossed in tangy wasabi mayo
slaw, sandwiched between
toasted sourdough slices

Assorted garden greens with
corn and cherry tomatoes, tossed
in sesame dressing, served with
chargrilled chicken

MENTAIKO BURGER
17.9

CHEESY CHICKEN
SANDWICH
13.9

FRIED CHICKEN SALAD
12.5

Crispy fried chicken thigh
layered and loaded with
savoury mentaiko dressing
aromatically charred
HAWA-YAKI BURGER
15.9
The only non-fried burger on
the menu made of tender
teriyaki chicken topped with
sweet pineapple slice
NACHOS BURGER
16.9
Drenched in nacho cheese, the
fried chicken is topped with
crushed nacho chips for that
added crunch
// All burgers
are made with
white sesame
bun and served
with a side of
oregano fries

Chunks of thigh meat deep fried
and coated in rich nacho cheese
sauce, perfect for cheese lovers
NOTHING CHEEKY
SANDWICH
12.9
Down-to-earth and wholesome, a
full signature thigh deep fried
and dressed in our coleslaw mix

// All sandwiches
are made with
dark rye
sourdough and
served with a
side of oregano
fries

Assorted garden greens with
corn and cherry tomatoes, tossed
in sesame dressing, served with
signature fried chicken
// Garden greens
consist an
assorted mix
of lettuce,
frisse, mini
romaine,
raddicchio,
and other
salad herbs
extra meat 4.0 add egg 1.9

Our chickens are put
through rigorous
pairing test; Good on it's
own, complementing
with other variety too!
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#FRIEDCHICKEN

Brining is typically a process in which meat is soaked in a salt
water solution similar to marination before cooking. Meat is
submerged in our signature house-brine for at least 12-hours.
The process infuses our choice of Asian herbs and spices into
the meat, extending its flavour profile deep within. The result
is a juicy and savoury burst in every bite.
Every piece of fried chicken is hand-battered and fry-to-order.

The delicate meat of our wings are brined with a
milder blend of spices, distinct from the Signature

SIGNATURE 2-PIECE
12.9
Birdfolks' house-brine
signature boneless thigh
fillet, infused with Asian
herbs and spices in thick
caramelised crust, served
with oregano fries
3-piece

16.9

#CHICKENWINGS

TASTY WINGS

SWEET CHILLI WINGS

HOT DEVIL WINGS

The original, no-frills
deep fried succulent
winglets and drumlets,
simply good as-is

Tasty deep fried
winglets and drumlets
coated in Thai sweet
chilli sauce

Beware of the heat,
juicy wings covered
in a spicy pesto made
from a blend of chillies

9.9
6 pieces
18.9
12 pieces

6 pieces 11.9
12 pieces 22.9

6 pieces
12.9
12 pieces 24.9
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SIDES & SHARES
COMBO PLATE
16.9

CHICKEN
NUGGETS

ONION
RINGS

DIPPING
SAUCES

Fried signature chicken,
golden nuggets, onion
rings and oregano fries;
Served alongside with a
choice of dip

9 pieces
7.5
20 pieces 13.5

9 pieces
7.5
20 pieces 13.5

truffle mayo
wasabi mayo
nacho cheese

1.9
1.9
1.9

SALTED EGG FRIES
11.9

MENTAIKO FRIES
11.9

OREGANO FRIES
(M)6.9 (L)8.9

Coarse golden salted egg
lava lightly spiced and
tossed with golden fries

A huge mess of mentaiko
mayo, torched and layered
above a bed of salted fries

Golden fries tossed in
oregano pepper, also the
house standard-serve

TRUFFLE FRIES
10.9

SLOPPY CHEESE FRIES
10.9

GARLIC FRIES
10.9

Golden fries tossed in a
splash of truffle oil, topped
with shredded parmesan
and parsley flakes

Fries loaded with cheese,
topped with tomato pesto
and drizzled mayo. Almost
a pizza, but all fries!

Golden fries sprinkled with
garlic powder and oil,
garnished with parmesan
and parsley flakes

DID YOU KNOW?
We choose to serve traditional kopi and teh, stretching the limits
of our mismatched cuisine to bring you a unique menu. Learn a
few quick lingo and order our beverages like a true local!

the combinations are endless.
add a 'peng' at the end for iced variations,
and the lingo works for teh too!
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